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Techtronic Industries
FY2021 results

On 3 March 2022 Techtronic Industries Group (TTI) released its results
for its FY2021, which consists of the
12 months to 31 December 2021.
The results show comprehensive and
company-wide growth for the global
manufacturer of power/hand tools,
which is listed on the Hong Kong exchange. Sales for the reported period
came in at USD13,203 million, up by
34.6% on sales for the previous corresponding period (pcp), which was

up 36.5% on the pcp, to come in at
USD1099 million. Earnings per share
(EPS) was USD0.6004, up 37.1%.
The company’s performance metrics were equally impressive. Earnings
before interest and taxation (EBIT)
37.2% over the pcp to hit USD1192
million. Gross margin also increased
by 0.54%, to reach 38.8%.

-

cleaners, also showed signs of paying
off, with the segment’s sales up 14.8%
to USD1242 million, and operating

million.
In terms of regions, Europe outperformed with a 41.1% lift in sales, while
North America was up 33.7%, and rest
of world (including Australia) rose by
31.8%.
While the results for TTI were good,
especially in an industry sector where
competitors, such as Stanley Black &
Decker (SBD), have seen substantially
less growth, what was even more impotential it sees its strategic moves
delivering over the next two to three
years.

FUTURE GOALS

In the past, TTI CEO Joe Galli has
suggested the company’s end goal
was to reach USD20 billion in sales by
2025. Looking at the results for 2021,
Mr Galli has found himself in the position of having to alter that suggested
estimating TTI could reach that sales
target in 2024 instead.

Part of that enthusiasm is likely the
result of emerging from what has
been, due to external circumstances,
ny. While Mr Galli, has been quietly
reticent to make any public reference
to US politics, having a global, Hong
Kong-based company with extensive Pearl River Delta manufacturing
resources during the four years of the
Trump administration could not have
been easy. This was, of course, then
capped off with the COVID-19 pandemic.
What has set TTI apart from manufacturing companies both within
its sector and more broadly, is that
it adjusted to these challenges by
making strategic, structural innovations. Where others adopted more
temporary measures to, for example,
reduce expenditures, TTI invested
heavily in areas that would generate
future growth.
In particular Mr Galli pointed to
TTI’s ongoing efforts to hire more
engineers to assist with product development:
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We now have for 2022, 977 degreed engineers, many [electrical
engineers], many software development engineers. So two years
ago, when we started to talk to
Home Depot about developing
a relationship together, a serious
relationship together, in outdoor,
we had 361 engineers. Last year,
we hired 442 engineers. Remember our largest competitors is
workforce reduction. Initially we
had another 174 that’ll get us to
977. We’d hire more if we can,
but we’re very selective about
this.
But this is a statement. You know,
our model of high gross margin,
which self-funds investment in
software development, engineering, in other forms of technical
skills that we need, like acoustic
engineering, this is where we feel
like we’re building an unassailable leadership position long
term. A leadership position, we
believe, much like what Apple’s
been able to do and what Tesla is
doing in the EV market.

SEGMENT GROWTH
segment growth of TTI is that there
is so much there, and so many multiplying potentials, it’s not possible to
fully document it within the scope of

a results announcement. HNN did not
get very far in our analysis before we
realised we will need to produce a
follow-up article examining, in particular, what is happening at Ryobi in
more detail.
ty shared by Mr Galli himself. While
Mr Galli has never been accused of
underselling anything in his entire life,
the sheer breadth of development
at TTI brought him close to doing so
during this presentation. In fact, Mr
Galli chose wisely, and highlighted
those aspects of TTI that would most
connect with the company’s valued
investors.
The three dimensional matrix that
describes TTI’s approach consists of
development and battery platforms.
It is not going too far to say that by
combining those three elements, TTI
of the cordless tool market.
of information, HNN will take its lead
from Mr Galli’s own approach during
his presentation, and concentrate
largely on individual products, then
develop the underlying potential from
that.
In terms of overall segments, Mr
Galli was very clear that he sees DIY
as being a strong growth area, contrary to what some industry analysts

have suggested:

TTI CEO since 2008, Joe Galli

Another maddening bit of misinformation that’s in the public
domain, is we have competitors
that are saying, “Now that COVID
seems to be slowing down, the
the potential is all with the Pro
[tradie]”.
This couldn’t be further from the
truth. The DIY market, we think,
is a massive opportunity. We’ve
established 20 verticals of DIY.

Twenty. I’ll show a few in a minute, that we think are untapped.
We believe that the opportunity
to create what we call the newly
minted do it yourselfer is something that our competitors don’t
understand.
There are college grads, launching their careers, you know, the
people who buy houses, condos,
they’re buying properties now,
and they need [tools], they don’t
have any tools to start. I’ve never
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seen the rate of newly minted
households that we’ve seen
today in terms of ownership. And
you know, that’s just one of many,
many examples here.

In fact, though, what is really inter-

ing the DIY market, and in the process
as well.
Ryobi zero-turn ride-on mowers with
iDrive
Set to be released during the
northern hemisphere’s spring season,
this is both a development of two previous generations of ride-on mowers,
and a revolutionary product for its
category. This zero-turn mower has
two standout technologies to offer:
the move from mechanical lap-bars to
control the mower via a joystick system named Intelligent Drive (iDrive),
and a new battery system.
The increasing popularity of the
zero-turn mower is a result of both its
convenience for manoeuvring in tight
spaces and the resultant time-saving, with industry estimates putting
time saved at over 35%. The lap-bar
system of control of zero-turn mowers
was invented back in 1963 by John
Reiger, though the term “zero-turn”
only came into common usage in the
mid-1970s. The system was further
developed through a series of patents registered in 1997. Essentially,
zero-turn works by differential control

of the rear drive wheels. A zero width
turn is achieved by running one wheel
in forward drive and the other wheel
say, the tracks on a bulldozer.
There are some zero-turn mowers which are controlled by steering
wheels, which control direction both
by moving the front wheels, and by
redistributing drive power to the rear
wheels through a complex mechanical system. These mowers have some
advantages when mowing steep
areas.
development in this area for at least
25 years. Previous systems were all
mechanically based, while iDrive is
sometimes referred to as “drive-bywire”. The position of the joystick is
sensed and used to determine the differential delivery of power to the rear
drive wheels. This allows one-handed,
minimal force control of the mower.
The battery system on these mowers uses a new Lithium-ion (Li-ion)
80-volt, 10 amp-hour battery. These
batteries are “briefcase” style in design, and each weigh around 8.2kg.
In his presentation Mr Galli fothe Z54Li. That mower has a 54-inch
(137cm) cut width, and comes with
three of the 80-volt batteries. However, it also can be simultaneously powered by up to four of Ryobi’s standard

40-volt, 12 amp-hour batteries. While
80-volt batteries during use, as the
mower is the charger for those batteries, the 40-volt batteries can be easily
swapped out. That’s a particular benemost EV mowers face is completing
the cut on a large paddock, and then
running out of power at, of course,
the furthest point from the equipment
shed. It would be feasible (but not
recommended) to run the mower with
a single 40-volt battery (the electrical system is 80-volt but the 40-volt
batteries are not run in series, instead
being electronically converted to 80volt, so you only need one), which is a
big advantage over pushing the mower back to the shed instead.
the Li-ion zero-turn ride-on mower
range includes two other units. The
Z42Li features a 42-inch (107cm) cut
width, and the Z30Li has a 30-inch
(76cm) cut width. The Z42Li seems
to be very similar to the Z54Li, with
both supporting the same number
of batteries, along with independent
suspension for the driver’s seat.
The Z30Li seems more of a
stripped down version, with support
for only two 80-volt batteries and two
40-volt batteries, but it has also been
carefully tailored to its intended marthrough normal yard gates, even with
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its bagging attachment, which hitches
on behind rather than to the side.
There is evidence of real depth of
thought in developing these mowers.
In his comments to analysts, Mr Galli
pointed out the mowers were developed to avoid the windrowing effect:
There’s a classic problem called
“windrow”, and this is interesting
to me. So farmers for years would
have tractors. When they would
harvest their wheat, their wheat
yields, they would have a tractor
that was designed to push the
wheat to the side of the tractor
and create something called
windrow, which is a technical
term for clumps of wheat that
go alongside the tractor so that
you can go back and harvest
the wheat ... So the problem is
the design of a farmer’s tractor
is not the right design for [rideon mowers]...as you get this this
windrow issue. So you’re cutting
the grass and all of a sudden
there are clumps of grass alongside of you while you’re trying to
cut the grass. You are not harvesting the grass. You want the grass
to go away, in the bag or into
mulch. So our design, because of
the blades and the other things
our guys have developed here,
we’ve eliminated windrow.

There is a lot going on with this
announcement. First of all, Ryobi

has launched a brand new, high
capacity battery platform, and TTI
has built a factory in the US to make
those batteries. Where else are those
batteries likely to show up? One immediate suggestion is for generator
replacement to provide household
power during blackouts, as well as
for outdoor activities. In fact, these
batteries open up a whole new range
of potential products.
Next, who is the target market for
these products? Evidently, hobby
farmers, people with large outdoor
areas, but how much will the product
penetrate the market for professional landscapers? These might not be
use, but the systems are so advanced
Along with the mowers, Mr Galli
pointed to a range of other cordless
OPE products from Ryobi, including a
tiller, a new string trimmer, a powerful,
quieter handheld leaf blower and a
backpack-based blower as well.
Ryobi “workshop” tools
Though only referred to in passing
by Mr Galli, there are three recently
released tools that also bring up the
question of what is Pro and what is
DIY. The one that has attracted the
most attention is Ryobi’s release of
a track saw. Track saws make use of
aluminium “tracks” which are clamped
to wood (such as plywood sheets)
and help to guide a specialised saw

to cut straight lines. The Ryobi 18-volt
ONE+ Hp Brushless 6-1/2” Track Saw
features a 140cm track and a true
“plunge” saw with depth control and
depth scale. While not quite up to the
power of some Pro saws, it also sells
for USD329 as a bare tool (no battery),
making it highly price competitive.
This was released along with a
Ryobi cordless table saw, and a new
cordless 10-inch mitre saw. All three
of these products really encroach into
the area of Pro tools, largely because
they are relatively low-cost cordless.
There is a very different usage scenario, for example, for a corded and
cordless table saw.
Ryobi “hobby” tools
HNN has previously covered the
development of these tools, which
consists of tools such as rotary,
Dremel-like tools, complete with
a stand, a powered wood chisel, a
cordless magnifying light. Mr Galli explained what he sees as the strategic
A new category for us. So we
virus, one thing that’s happened
is people rediscovered hobbies,
people who never would consider hobbies started to do it. And,
unlike what our competitors think
are going to go back to some
that people are so excited about

hobby and craft. And the feedSo we rolled out a new leadership line. We intend to be global
leaders in this space.

ANALYSIS

Again, HNN believes that this announcement needs to be unpacked at
more length later, and will be a developing story throughout 2022.
To use a power tool based analogy, what we could say about Mr Galli
“brushless” CEO the industry has
SBD (DeWalt), Makita, Bosch, Hikoki
(Metabo), and Chervon (Flex, Worx,
EGO, Stihl) are really still stuck in the
analogue, “brushed” version of the
slightly (understandably) bewildered
reference that Mr Galli makes to a
performance comparison made by
SBD at an analysts’ conference:
There’s been some misinformation and misleading information
that’s been introduced into the
public domain that we want to
clear up a little bit here today. So
our largest competitor, Stanley,
actually announced last week at

read the quote from one of their
executives. Stanley said, “Our
professional power tool business
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has had a 13% average annual
CAGR [compounded annual

What makes this particular result,
and the strategies that are emerging

in excess of GNP [gross national
product]”.
Why would you compare with
GNP? “It’s clearly outpacing the
market performance, gaining

ta emerge between TTI and other

up 27% would be outpacing the
share. We wouldn’t even look at
GNP because we’re developing
cordless solutions to achieve
sustainability and to change,
transform the way people use our
products.

Frankly, GNP only makes sense
for companies that see themselves
as standard manufacturers of sta-

or bolt-cutters. For technology and
innovation focused companies GNP
conditions.

the overall market. That delta is based
on years of good strategic investment
and planning, but all those forces
could come into focus over the next
two to three years.
It is likely one reason why in this
announcement Mr Galli tended to
focus more directly on competitive
statements such as the above is that
when genuinely new innovations hit
the market, there is often a kind of
stuttering response to them, based on
comparing what is new to the older
standards. To build on Mr Galli’s references to Steve Jobs at Apple, analysts
and manufacturers initially tried to
compare the iPhone to the Blackberry
back in 2008. By the time they woke
up to the real differences, Nokia was

gone, Blackberry was a husk of its former self, and Microsoft’s phone efforts
were in a long, slow spiral down.
There has been just a slight sense
of that happening with the Z54Li
mower, with some reviewers stating
that “users hate change”. But do they?
Isn’t it really the case that what is happening is not so much change, as the
alteration of an entire frame of reference? Once you had used an iPhone,
pecking at the tiny angled keyboard
of a Blackberry. Once you’ve driven a
mower with a joystick, what will it feel
like switching back to lap-bars?
More importantly, it’s an easy matter to see how the joystick product
can develop and evolve. A semi-auto, self-driving setting? Four-wheel
drive to handle hills? There are lot of
possibilities. But how would you build
a better lap-bar? It’s a good innovation, for its time, but because it is not
digital, it is essentially a dead end.

What is really going to be fascinating is to see how (and if) TTI rises to
the next set of challenges, facing into
the coming six or seven years, which
will involve more forms of task automation, making use of techniques in
3D printing and CNC processes to
All of that innovation, and really big
improvements it could bring, will be
digitally-based. And TTI is, currently,
by far the best-place company to ben-
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JOE GALLI, CEO

Since he took over as CEO of Techtronic Industries Group (TTI) in 2008,
Joe Galli has had to guide the company through a thicket of both great
emerging opportunities, and looming
crises.

It’s my pleasure to share with you
as CEO of TTI, the spectacular results
that our team delivered for 2021. It
was an epic year in many ways. And
the exciting thing is that we are just
getting started in this company, we
have so much potential long term that
I think after today, you’ll begin to see
what our team inside this company
sees about our future.
First of all, I want to share a quote
[from Steve Jobs] with you that I think
is relevant. And we have learned this
lesson over the years here at TTI:
“When things are bad, they’re worse
than you think. And when things are
good, they’re better than you think.”
So we see many competitors,
many companies announce results,
and make excuse after excuse after
excuse about things like logistics
computer semiconductors. The fact is,
we’re in the exact same environment,

logistics challenge, except we don’t
make excuses at TTI.
And that’s why I think it’s important
to remember: when things are good,
they’re better than you think. As you
look at our future, you’ll begin to see
this more clearly.
We are proud of our strategy of
building a company here that will
don’t make excuses, excuses are for
other people.
take whatever environment we’re in
our competitors. So let’s look at the
21%. That’s 21% growth in the second
half last year. And that’s going against
2020, a massive comp. Forty [percentage points] plus comp, and our
largest competitor actually reported

to understand the huge advantage
offered by Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, he has combined an ease of
communication with an idealistic
approach that the best road to the
future relies on innovation.
The crises he’s had to manage
include the GFC, a US administration
with a poor approach to trade with
China, and, recently, the COVID-19
pandemic.
On top of that has been a series
of what HNN would call “fake crises”,
where the markets do not understand
TTI’s exceptionalism. For example,
few tool companies have as bright a
future, but investors have recently bid
down TTI stock because they see the
company as sensitive to reduced DIY
spending.
But what TTI has done under Mr
Galli’s guidance is to essentially reinvent portions of the DIY market — and
it continues to do so. It’s what HNN
would call “smart DIY”, another area
where homeowners are interested in
using the latest technology to make
their lives better. It’s another new
market, with new opportunities.
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I think that’s an important comparison. For the year we’re up 34.6%. So
we added USD3.3 billion in sales to
this company. No acquisitions. That’s
all pure, organic growth that our team
wrings out all over the world and all
of our business units.
Our Milwaukee team globally
delivered 41% growth last year 41%
growth, which is a dramatic statement about the leadership position
that Milwaukee has now claimed.
And more importantly, look how we
did as a company versus 2019. The
corporation was up 72%, Milwaukee
was up 77%. Can you imagine we’re
77% compared against 2019. This is
particularly exciting when you look
at what our largest competitors are
reporting.
CAGR growth
And in fact, look, there’s been some
misinformation and misleading information that’s been introduced into
the public domain that we want to
clear up a little bit here today. So our
largest competitor, Stanley, actually
announced last week at the Barclays
conference and I read the quote from
one of their executives. Stanley said
“Our professional power tool business has had a 13% average annual
GNP”. Why would you compare with
GNP [gross national product]? “It’s so
clearly outpacing the market perfor-

feel like up 27% would be outpacing
share. We don’t even, we wouldn’t
even look at GNP because we’re developing cordless solutions to achieve
sustainability and to change, transform the way people use our products. And so anyhow, we only compare with ourselves and we expect to
outperform the market this year, next
year in all the years to come.
Alright, so look, last year. Our P&L
was another record breaking year
for us. Yes, 34.6% growth on the top
line. Our gross margin was up 54
basis points. We’ll get to that in a
moment. We reinvested much of that
gross margin back into SG&A to drive
more R&D, more new products, more
geographic expansion, more in store
coverage with with key partners like
The Home Depot.
So our EBIT grew at actually at
a faster rate than sales, as it always

“So one of the things that we wanted to
talk about today is that we continue to look at
the performance of our Tool business, and we believe we are the market leader. When you look at
that portion of our portfolio or our company, our
Power Tools business over the last 5 years has
had a double-digit average annual CAGR over
al Power Tool business within that category has
had a 13% average annual CAGR over 5 years,
well in excess of GDP, so clearly outpacing the
share along the way over that time frame.”
Donald Allan, Stanley Black & Decker, Inc, President & CFO speaking at
the Barclays Industrial Select Conference, 23/2/2022.
Transcript link

In fact, EPS came in over 60 cents
a share. Our gross margin was up,
yes, over 50 basis points again last
year. This is an incredibly relevant
and important measurement for the
company.
Why? Because we feel like anybody
can grow if you cut price and cut
gross margin, which our competitors
in fact reported last year. But we are
growing this company 21% in the second half, while the gross margin goes
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up. Which means that we are continuing to bring to market technologically
advanced, demonstrably superior
innovative products that we can price
up to command a premium and deliver high gross margins while capturing
massive market share. That’s what this
means.
Let’s not forget, this is the 13th consecutive year where our gross margin
was up, on average, around 50 basis
points. We started this journey at
30.8%. People laughed at us when
we said we’d get this into the high
30s, and we’re at 38.8%. And I can tell
liver on average 50 basis point gross
margin improvements consistently
Why? Because we’re not going to
stop the strategy that’s been driving
this because we have tremendous
support from users and retail partners. And because we have so much
more innovation in the parts of the
market that matter, that we believe in,
to drive this.
Growth, reinvestment
Okay, so one of the advantages
of having a superior gross margin to
our competitors, is that we are able
to reinvest a lot of that gross margin. Not all, but a lot of it goes back
into growth drivers such as strategic
SG&A. And whether as I said, whether

it’s hiring more software development
engineers or product managers and
store coverage for people like Home
Depot and our other partners around
the world like Bunnings, geographic expansion, which we continue to
pursue. Also our organisationally
transformative initiative called LDP,
or leadership development program,
where we go to campus, we hire high
potential, newly minted grads, and
whether they go into purchasing,
product development, engineering,
importantly, software development
engineering, all these recruits that we
covered, are part of the LDP program,
and are broadly part of this strategic
investment we continue to make.
We feel like we are vastly superior
to our competition, in terms of investing in the future. In fact, our largest
competitor announced last month
that they were having yet another
workforce reduction. I think Stanley
said they’re going to cut another
1000 plus people. You know, can you
imagine working in an environment
where every year, every two years,
there’s another workforce reduction?
As opposed to the sprawling breathtaking growth levels that our people
are able to see at TTI?
COVID-19
Okay, so look, we did develop this
phrase several years ago, when it was
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clear to us that the [COVID-19] virus,
and in early 2020, when it was clear to
us that the virus was not going to hurt
it was going to allow us to continue
to grow. We decided to “weaponize
inventory”, meaning we saw the logistic challenges that were increasing
around the world. We saw the shortages unfolding in semiconductors, in
in sales for batteries. We heard our
plain, that our competitors were not
shipping at a 98% service level, which
is what our customers demand.
So we decided weaponize inventory. Last year, we built USD1600
million in inventory over the previous
year. We took the days up, this is rear
looking days by 14 days. To be fair,
we would have built more inventory
if we could have got the semiconductors and the cells that we wanted.
Now, you have to be careful because
we have competitors that have also
increased inventory. But they’re doing
it because they’re acquiring companies with data technology.
They’re sitting on piles of inventory
that, let’s say would be called excess,
or perhaps is hard to sell. And when
you look at gross margin, you have
to remember gross margins go down
when you are selling off that inventory, which you notice, we don’t do that
because we don’t have excess obsolete inventory. We’re very disciplined

about this. So this is important to
keep in mind when comparing us to
other companies.
USD20 billion by 2024
ance. But let me give you some
direction here. We feel strongly that
TTI is positioned beautifully to grow
double digits in 2022. Can we do
better? Of course we can. Are we
committed to that, now? Let’s just let
the year unfold. In spite of any questions or uncertainty you might see, we
growth this year is something we can
deliver. And if we do a great job and
our team seems to do a great job
year after year, then we’ll grow 15%
or more. We’ll see. But you can count
on a double digit as you look at the
company.
More importantly, many of you’ve
heard me say and many of you have
rolled your eyes when I’ve said it, but
you’ve heard me say we are going to
get to USD20 billion in revenues by
2025. This is not guidance. This is an
internal target we set because our
team rallies around these internal targets. We believe in being bold about
these things. We are not trepidatious.
We want to set goals that people care
about, that motivate behavior and
create excitement and passion in the
company.
So I have told you in the past,
that we would get to USD20 billion
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in sales in 2025. I have to tell you,
though, that we decided to move
that up a year, based on what our
competitors have announced over
the last two months, based on what’s
going on with the competitive set,
which I didn’t anticipate. I misled you,
I thought it would take us till 2025. I
now think that we can get to USD20
billion by 2024.
This is not going to be easy. But
my team has convinced me in fact,
if you talk to our people around the
company, they will tell you that they’re
committed to this 2024 number. Even
if we get it in 2025, we’re still going
to change the industry. But I actually
think there’s more opportunity than
what I’ve suggested in the past.
Environment Social Governance
Okay, so ESG [Environment Social
Governance] is a massive commitment in this company. We are maniacally obsessed about being world
class in ESG. We just added a board
member, Ginni Wilmerding, who is
considered to be a global expert in
ESG, and has been enormously helpful already in terms of driving sustainability, in the company.
We have many, many things to
share in ESG, as time unfolds. I just
learned this morning, actually, that
for the Call to Recycle, which is your
largest US battery recycling program
in United States, we just won, we were
recognized again for leadership and

sustainability. We have received a
number of awards and all kinds of
recognition about our sustainability
efforts.
We’re focused on the right kind of
sustainability. For example, we are not
out buying gas powered, petrol powered lawnmower companies. I mean,
can you imagine a actually trying to
say you care about sustainability, and
you buy gas and petrol lawnmower
companies that are actually going to
be extinct here, by the end of the decade. I mean, can you imagine? We not
only are driving battery powered, Lithium battery powered cordless products, but we also are actually moving
manufacturing into the US to reduce
our carbon footprint in a meaningful
way going forward.
You’ll hear a lot more about ESG as
we go forward, and we look forward
to answering any questions that are
going to come up here as we do our
roadshows.

CORDLESS OUTDOOR
POWER EQUIPMENT

Okay, let’s shift gears. There is
an enormous opportunity that has
become very topical, called battery
powered outdoor products. Five years
ago, nobody talked about the category and for good reason, because the
gas powered, petrol powered products haven’t changed, basically, since
since World War Two, the technology
HNN BRIEFING 10

“With the home serving as a center for entertainment, our customers are making the most
of their homes, inside and out. We continue to
build on our No. 1 position in outdoor power
equipment with further share gains in battery
outdoor power equipment, as we drove over
37% growth in this area for the quarter and over
118% on a two-year basis. Both DIY and Pro
customers enjoy the convenience, reliability and
the power of our innovative battery-powered
products available in the EGO, Kobalt, CRAFTSMAN and Skill brands.
“In this spring, we are thrilled to expand our
exclusive lineup of EGO battery products with
their new 52-inch zero-turn riding mower with
features that include a fabricated deck and power to mow up to four acres on a single charge.
Also new for EGO is the industry’s most powerful
handheld battery-powered blower with power
that will outperform the leading gas blower with
765 cubic feet per minute of blowing capacity. “
-Bill Boltz -Executive Vice President, Merchandising speaking at
Lowe’s 2021 Q4 results presentation,
23/2/2022.
Transcript Link - via Motley Fool

is the same. The the carbon emissions
haven’t improved. The noise levels
are incredibly bad. So we are clearly
the global leaders in battery powered
outdoor equipment. And we actually
last year were up 71%. Seventy-one
percent, that’s how much if you look
at our Ryobi, our Milwaukee and
the other brands we sell around the
world, 71% in battery.
Lowe’s vs The Home Depot
We last week had to listen to a
retailer announce and boast about
some things that we just feel like
we have to clarify from our point of
view. We don’t sell to Lowe’s. Lowe’s
is a smaller competitor to The Home
Depot. We love our relationship with
Home Depot. In fact, this is a brilliantly
managed company that really gets
sustainability and they really get what
the future is going to look like.
So I just have to call this out. Lowe’s
boasted about being up 37% in their
battery powered outdoor equipment
business last quarter, 118% over a
two years. By the way Home Depot,
with us, was up 72% in the last quarter, and 174% for the year.
Beyond that, Lowe’s actually
boasted about being number one
in outdoor power equipment, but
they’re forgetting to say that a lot of
that is gas product, which won’t even
be legally used in many municipalities
and parts of the country. So all we

working with Home Depot, because
they’re so strategic and they’re so
is the cordless part of this market.
You know, when I hear Lowe’s
announcing that he’s going after the
total phone market, pay phones, fax
machines, landlines and smartphones.
I mean, you gotta be kidding me.
All that matters is cordless and that’s
all we’re focused on. And our retail
here.
Ryobi product launches
beginning to get started here. We’re
still in the embryonic state of rolling
out transformative revolutionary, once
in a generation products that will
change the way people maintain their
outdoor, maintain their yards and
anything outdoors.
So we’re going to launch 70 new
Ryobi battery products this year,
2022. That is 70. This is a breathtaking
number. I wish it was 80. And by the
way, it’s not like we didn’t launch any
last year. We already have the broadest range in the world with our 40 volt
18 volt platforms in Ryobi for battery
outdoor. But 70 new ones is pretty exOne of the things we’re most proud
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a zero-turn [lawn mowing] rider,
that’s easy to use, where you can cut
straight and eliminate some of the
problems that that we’ve witnessed
for decades here. This is another case
where Home Depot’s competitor
announced a new zero turn product
from this company Chervon EGO. By
the way, Home Depot discontinued
the line of EGO outdoor products and
all of the Chervon products in 2020.
They sent a public announcement out.
And I have people telling me, oh my
God, I wonder [why] EGO decided to
sell to Lowe’s? The Home Depot eliminated the brand from their shelves.
Why? Because they felt that TTI working together with them would do a
better job. And that’s exactly right.
So the zero-turn rider that I listened

Top, the EGO 42-inch zero-turn
mower. Bottom, the new Ryobi 54inch zero-turn mower.

here’s a direct comparison with the
one we’re about to launch. So theirs
is 52 inch, ours is 54 inch [mowing
width]. They have 25 horsepower to
42 [horsepower]. They talk about four
acres of runtime, we conservatively
er. They have a three blade design,
we have a three-stack, six blade design, so you get much more effective
cuts, easier to bag, cleaner mulching,
and it goes on and on.
The EGO product has a plastic
discharge chute, which means when
you run your rider into a gate or any

pole or whatever, it snaps right off.
Ours is rubber and is forgiving, so you
don’t have that issue. There’s a classic
problem called “windrow”, and this is
interesting to me.
So farmers for years would have
tractors. And when they would harvest
their wheat, their wheat yields, they
would have a tractor that was designed to push the wheat to the side
of the tractor and create something
called windrow, which is a technical
term for clumps of wheat that go
alongside the tractor so that you can
go back and harvest the wheat and
you know, you sell your crops right.
So the problem is the design of a
farmer’s tractor is not the right design
for riders. And you get this windrow
issue. So you’re cutting the grass and
all of a sudden there are clumps of
grass alongside of you while you’re
trying to cut the grass. You are not
harvesting the grass. You want the
grass to go away, in the bag or into
mulch. So our design because of the
blades and the other things our guys
have developed here, we’ve eliminated windrow.
But maybe the most exciting, to
me, the most exciting development is
the “iDrive”, the the joystick development. So in 1964 the zero turn mower
was invented by a company called
Hustler now part of Stanley. And the
design was two levers, and you’re
supposed to sit in these things, and
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control [the mower through] these
two levers. And even today, with all
the years, [using] these two lever
designs, it’s very hard to cut straight.
It’s very hard to steer these things.
The design hasn’t changed since
Lyndon Johnson has been President.
Can you imagine? So we have done
exhaustive research. We have users
that are screaming for help here. And
we’ve come up with the joystick iDrive
system, and it is so cool, you can’t
believe it. Home Depot helped us
develop this. Their command of this
space and the end user is superior.
And if you ever used a zero-turn or
riding mower, you’ve got to try this,
you won’t believe it.
family. Can you imagine, we have 41
battery powered mowers that we will
have in the market this year under
the Ryobi brand, and we have other
brands as well that also will will have
incredible mowers. But 41 battery
mowers. You know our largest competitor just bought a company with
140 gas mowers. We have no gas
mowers, we believe in the future and
sustainability.
We, again working with Home De-

pot discontinued the EGO brand and
all Chervon products, we worked with
them closely and we decided together that US manufacturing made sense.

a brand new, world class battery
lawnmower factory in South Carolina.
So these are made in the USA, we
don’t have the carbon footprint issues
the logistics nightmares with all the
logistics challenges around the world
today.
This is a powerful statement. And
when you visit, any investors are
always welcome to visit our factories and any analyst, and you won’t
believe it, when you see the way we’re
going to build mowers in the United
States. We’re very excited about this.
Tillers, trimmers, blowers
Okay, so believe me, mowers are
just the tip of the iceberg, in terms of
what we’re doing here, with battery
powered outdoor. We have just pioneered and launched the best tillers
ever, in our view, and according to
the users. These are battery powered,
not gas powered, not petrol. So the
Rear Tine Tiller is incredible, it’s so
much easier to use, the performance
is amazing. The Front Tine is equally
impressive, we have both, both are
cordless, both literally will outperform, in every measure that matters,
what the petrol tillers on the market
will do today. And by the way, without
the noise, and without the emissions
that blow into your face while you’re
trying to till your garden or your yard.
We have just launched yet another
world class string trimmer. It’s super
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you know, let’s not forget, it’s part of
the battery platform where we have
all these dozens of other products so
that same battery pops out and you
can use it for so many different other
products that we have today. And that
will be on the way.
Okay, so here’s another area where
the misinformation in the market is
end users. But once again, Lowe’s last
week boasted about an EGO blower.
And they actually said it’s the most
powerful handheld battery powered
blower at 765 cubic feet per minute
of blowing capacity.
Now, cubic feet per minute is a
classic measurement for blowers. And
it’s meaningless, when you look at a
blower in its total context. We have a
unit, our unit we’re launching, we will
say on the box at 730 cubic feet per
minute, we’ve tested it to be the same
or better than the competitor’s unit.
But get this: our blower is actually
80% more quiet than the EGO blower.
Eighty percent, can you imagine? If
you have ever listened to these blowers on Saturday morning, you’ll know
that the noise is a nightmare. So we’ve
cracked that one. Our blower is 40%
lighter and has 50% more runtime.
This is one of a family of blowers. But
the fact is, you know when people talk
about CFM cubic feet per minute, it’s

it’s such a myopic, misleading statistic,
measurement or feature.
We need to make sure people
understand there’s more to a blower
zy that in our industry today, after 100
municipalities in the United States
issued ordinances that have outlawed
them, it’s illegal to use a gas powered
mower because the noise is so loud.
And we are the only company, we’ve
established acoustic engineering
capabilities in our R&D centers. We
are the global leader by far in noise
reduction technology.
What we’ve learned so far, it’s just
the beginning. We think that the the
opportunity, when we look at sustainability, we look at emissions, but
we also think noise pollution matters
a lot. And I think the governments
around the world are going to agree
with this. So you’ll see us lead this in
the years to come.
That leadership will include this
super powerful backpack blower. It’ll
include a whole family of outdoor
products. This is our current line of
“Whisper Series”, Whisper, by the way,
we’re doing the same thing in our
other brands. But this Whisper Series
will grow and grow with a focus on
better performance and less noise.
We are not going to cut performance
just to get less noise. We’re not going
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to do that. And we think we can do
both and that’s exactly what our team
is doing.
We also have, together with The
Home Depot, a massive advantage in
outdoor, massive. Because our ONE+
system which is an 18 volt cordless
platform, which has been in place for
decades, we now have 41% household penetration in the United States
on Ryobi 18-volt ONE+ products.
When people walk into Home Depot,
41% of them already have the Ryobi
battery and charger at home. So when
they’re looking for a lighter weight
blower or string trimmer, or hedge
trimmer, or chainsaw or mower, or
polesaw, or one of the other 50 products we have, now they’re coming to
[choose] ONE+.
They already have the battery and
charger. So it’s pre-sold. The Home
Depot competitors do not have that,
they can’t even approach this. They
don’t even talk about it because
they have products with household
penetrations that are de minimis. They
don’t even show up. So this is an advantage that people misunderstand
and don’t look at. And you should
because it’s going to be a big deal as
we go forward.
Milwaukee OPE
All right, so let’s shift gears again.
Two years ago, we made a decision
to set up a brand new startup outdoor power equipment business at

Milwaukee. Ryobi attacks the DIYer,
the light duty, or say the the budget
conscious landscaper, although many
of our Ryobi products outperform
what landscapers are using today. But
Milwaukee is our target. This is where
we want to go after the real Pro, the
pro landscaper. And so we set up a
startup business unit with outstanding
engineers.
We are now beginning to roll out
products in Milwaukee outdoor and
these will blow your mind. So this
mower, which I wish you could see
the actual mower because the thing is
gorgeous. This mower is not inexpensive, this is going to be a high price
cordless mower. But it will actually
outperform the world’s highest rated
petrol mower, which is Honda. Honda
has been number one forever. And
when you use this, the cutting performance, the speed, the ability to cut
through wet grass, dry grass, all sorts
of conditions. It will blow your mind.
just getting started!
So we didn’t even know enough
about this yet to really achieve our
potential. In three years, you will see
Milwaukee do what Ryobi is doing,
we will have a family of leadership
mowing products. But when you see
this and by the way, we’re sold out for
the season. We believe this will be a
smash success, and a highlight of the
company’s 2022.
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But in Milwaukee, as I said this is a
new business unit. We’re just getting
started. So we will launch 15 battery
powered new products in Milwaukee
alone for 2022. When you look at this,
our competitor, the one that Home
Depot kicked out, EGO, what you
see is they have publicly announced
that they’re going to roll out 10 new
battery powered outdoor products
in 2022. Ten. You know 10 is pretty
when you look at what we’re doing.
We have 103. I mean, are you kidding
me?
So when I hear people who compete with Home Depot trying to claim
that they have some sort of leadership, I don’t know how you guys classify leadership. But I think 103 versus
10 is a pretty compelling fact when
ing something as leadership.
Anyhow, if you think this is the end
of our onslaught here, believe me
it’s not, because we love the outdoor
category. Unlike our largest competitor, Stanley, who’s just bought two
gas powered lawnmower companies, we’re going to focus on battery,
and we’re not going to put teams of
people to integrate gas into cordless,
we’re just going to develop cordless.
Investment in development
Just to make that point clear, we
now have for 2022, 977 degreed
engineers, many EE’s [electrical engi-

neers], many software development
engineers. Two years ago, when we
started to talk to Home Depot about
us developing a relationship together, a serious relationship together,
in outdoor, we had 361 engineers.
Last year, we hired 442 engineers.
Remember our largest competitors
workforce reduction. Initially we had
another 174 that’ll get us to 977.
We’d hire more if we can, but we’re
very selective about this. But this is a
statement.
Our model of high gross margin,
which self-funds investment in software development, engineering, in
other forms of technical skills that we
need, like acoustic engineering, this
is where we feel like we’re building
an unassailable leadership position
long term. A leadership position, we
believe, much like what Apple’s been
able to do and what Tesla is doing in
the EV market, we really think that we
have a chance to broaden the gap
and we’ll stay in the vanguard here for
years and decades to come.
Future of DIY
Okay, so another maddening bit of
misinformation that’s in the public domain, is we have competitors that are
saying, “Now that COVID seems to be
slowing down, the DIY market is now
all with the Pro [tradie]. This couldn’t
be further from the truth. The DIY marHNN BRIEFING 16

ket, we think, is a massive opportunity.
We’ve established 20 verticals of DIY.
Twenty. I’ll show a few in a minute,
that we think are untapped.
We believe that the opportunity to
create what we call the newly minted
do it yourselfer is something that our
competitors don’t understand. There
are college grads, launching their
careers, you know, the people who
buy houses, condos, they’re buying
properties now, and they need [tools],
they don’t have any tools to start. I’ve
never seen the rate of newly minted
households that we’ve seen today in
terms of ownership. And you know,
that’s just one of many, many examples here.
New DIY Ryobi products
What are we what do we think
about DIY? First of all, what we’ve
done in two years in our Ryobi power
tool line is remarkable. We’ve re-engineered the entire line of Ryobi DIY.
We now have 20 plus Ryobi, brushless
motor high performance, cordless
products, that will supplant what we
sold in the past, which are products
that worked very well, and allows
Home Depot, which sells this product
line in North America, to trade people
up to higher and higher performing
products. It enhances user satisfaction
and encourages people to take on
more projects.
So we have many, many different
products that we’re rolling out in Ryo-

bi DIY. This is a brushless motor brad
nailer. The performance, it’ll blow you
away, better than a pneumatic product, and selling like crazy, for 2022.
mate cordless options for workshop,
for woodworking products, for benchtop tools. We have tablesaw, and a
remarkably accurate mitre saw, and a
super cool, what we call a track saw, a
rail saw. These three benchtop products are all cordless. Everybody has
historically assumed that these things
have to have a cord, because they
take power. And they have accuracy.
Our engineers again have come
up with more cordless solutions here.
We price it up. These are premium
priced products, you can see that in
our gross margin. And the end users
who try them can’t believe the performance
One of the most exciting DIY areas,
and it is DIY, we call it cleaning. So
any project you ever do in your home,
in your garage, in your truck, at the
end of any project you always have to
care, which is the same thing. And we
know we of course we own Hoover,
and we have dirt Devil, we have Vax,
the second fastest growing brand of
Why? Because the battery, the
same battery that’s in 41% of all
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households in United States alone,
that same battery is used in these
in these vacuums. So you walk into
Home Depot, you don’t need to
spend USD399 on a stick vacuum, you
could just buy the bare tool without
the charger, and you save hundreds
of dollars and you get amazing performance.
By the way, the fastest growing
today is a brand called Milwaukee.
I’ll get to that in a second. And our
Hoover and Vax and Dirt Devil brands
excited about the potential in cleanHobby crafting
Alright, new category for us. So
virus, one thing that’s happened is
people rediscovered hobbies, people
who never would consider hobbies
started to do it. And, unlike what our
ends and people are going to go
think that people are so excited about
hobby and craft. And the feedback
rolled out a new leadership line. We
intend to be global leaders in this
space.
This program consists of all kinds
of cool stuff. Here’s a hobby station.
So you take a rotary tool that’s been
around forever, we make it cordless

and we put it in a stand and you get
accuracy and it’s actually so much
more fun to use that we think hobbyWe have a really cool power carving product. So whether you carve
ducks, or whether you want to put
your name in a piece of wood, whatever else this is cordless is a cordless
power carver in a performance outstanding. We have a cordless magnifying light. There are many, many
hobby craft projects, many projects in
tion it needed to be lit, we have that
acto knife area. This category has not
changed for a long time. We think the
existing products are dangerous, hard
to change the blade, and the Ryobi
versions are so cool that if you don’t
have hobbies today, you’ll pick this up
and you’ll start them.
Storage
Okay, so another area that we
have underestimated historically, and
believe me we’re all over it now, and
it’s called storage. So one thing we
have learned from the Milwaukee
success in Packout ... mobile storage
units. One thing we’ve learned is that
storage is a massive opportunity. And
when we talk about storage, it’s not
just workshop storage, it’s mobile
storage, it’s taking products to the
jobsite, or around the house. If your
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workshop is in the basement and
you’re doing something outside, you
need a way to transport the tools to
the job. And it’s also vehicular storage
as in, in your pickup truck or your van
or any any vehicular environment
where where tools are transported.
There’s a real opportunity. And we
think garage storage is massive. So
we’ve developed this new revolutionary system called Link. Link consists of
not only mobile storage, like Packout,
but garage storage, workshop storage, and all sorts of other solutions.
have a garage, and you walk into your
garage, how many times have you
said this place is a disaster! How can I
organize this? The problem is there’s
no really good way on the market
to organize until the development
of Link and Milwaukee’s going after
this, and we have other brands also
developing storage solutions for the
garage workshop, etc.
And by the way, storage is part of
don’t know what market they are talking about. I have been in this business
a long time. I’ve never seen DIY more
that with our numbers.
Milwaukee
Let’s, let’s wrap this up with Milwaukee. We did grow 41% last year, our

growth rate in the cordless part of the
Pro market is vastly superior to all of
our competitors, and only going to
get better.
I’m a little disappointed in our
North American teams because they
“only” grew 38% last year! Our European team was up 53% in Milwaukee,
rest of the world by the way up 44%.
Rest of world actually matters now
because it’s growing so fast. So when
people ask me “how are we doing
with Milwaukee around the world?”,
the answer is “great”.
Now you know I always liked this
Steve Jobs quote. Steve Jobs famously said “I’m more proud of what we
didn’t do than what we did do”.
I feel the same way. We pulled out
of Latin America, really before the
Brazil Olympics. Why? For a lot of
reasons. We never really went into
India, for example. The whole “BRIC”
nym, I thought was goofy, really just a
headline. One company after another boasted about [engaging there].
Ironically, China is actually one of our
fastest growing international markets
because in China, the job sites are
getting more tough on jobsite safety,
and we have the perfect products for
them. But anyhow, I think our Milwaukee growth last year is pretty damn
exciting. And we are going to continue to propagate that growth with all
the new products.
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So just let me touch on one area.
The wet/dry vac marketplace, for the
Pro, is an area that hasn’t changed for
a long time. Wet/dry vacs are corded. There are some cordless units,
but they have no power, not enough
power for real professional job sites.
And these [Milwaukee] wet/dry vacs
are cordless, of course, they’re super
powerful. They are also very quiet by
the way, they will literally outperform
corded units in virtually every application we’ve tested. And by the way,
like I said earlier, every job site has to
be cleaned up afterwards. Wet/dry
means you can vacuum and clean up
spills. damp areas, doesn’t matter. But
what really will set us apart in addition to having the best wet dry vacs,
in history, is the revolutionary Air Tip
system of vacuum tools that go along
with our wet dry vac.
So this is an example. This is an Air
Tip powered nozzle with one of our
M12 batteries in it, and you turn this
on. What you get is a vastly superior
agitation brush that gets all the debris
out of whatever material you’re vacuuming. So when you match this up
with a super quiet, high suction, wet/
dry vacs that are cordless, and the
Air Tips, you get a whole new level of
wet/dry vac performance for the Pro.
By the way, a lot of DIYers are
going to want to have these as well.
We have over 10 revolutionary Air
Tip accessories that enhance the

performance in a variety of different
applications. Whether you’re a drywall
contractor, a carpenter or a painter,
there, we have developed these really
cool Air Tip accessories to enhance
the performance of wet/dry vacuums.
So very exciting development.
Okay, we’re launching a new generation of our cordless, high performance hammer drills, these drills for
drilling in concrete, this line will be
the best cordless line in the world.
And our leadership position there will
only be enhanced by this this roll out
here for this year.
to get into tight places. You know, this
has taken us a while to develop but
this is a super safe product because
it has an electric brake. So when you
use the grinder and you release it,
grinding wheels will can keep going
on and on unless you have a brake on
it.
Now with a corded grinder, it’s easy
to solve because you have the power
of the corded but we solve this with
cordless. There are countries where
you’re not allowed to use a grinder
that doesn’t have an electric brake.
you can imagine. This is an example
of what we are pioneering at TTI. This
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uses sustainability it also includes
safety on the job site and productivity. This is all part of an overreaching,
overarching theme of developing
products that are safer for the user,
that creates sustainability, reduced
noise, etc. And if you’re a grinder user
-- and you know, maybe some of you
are -- you will never put this down.
This is an M18 version, it’s a terrific unit. We have now the broadest
line of high performance, brushless
professional grade power tools in the
world and I can assure you this, the
this range is going to grow and grow
Milwaukee MX
Now, MX Fuel, the last thing I will
mention, we rolled out just recently a
revolutionary screed vibrator system. So this is a piece of equipment
that’s always been powered by AC or
hydraulic or petrol. What this does is
allows you when you’re pouring concrete for a new military base, or a new
hotel, or a large convention centre,
whatever, this allows you to pour the
concrete and then vibrate it into a
super smooth surface.
This is critical if you’re working as
a commercial contractor. But now
we can do it cordless with MX. And
in fact, the MX equipment line is off
to a great start this year. One of the

we can go to job sites. And we can
demonstrate these highly demonstrable cordless products, which are
inherently safer, less noise, no carbon
emissions.
We think the potential here is vast,
by the way, not a single one of our
competitors has even discussed this
category of equipment yet and and
I could see why because we’re so far
ahead. I don’t know how anybody’s
going to catch us here. So we’ll see.
By the way, we have quietly built,
over the last decade, under the
leadership of one of our brilliant
presidents name’s Scott Griswold,
we have really we have developed a
global leadership position in industrial grade, high performance, not
commodity high performance power
tool accessories.
This is an incredibly exciting line. It
doesn’t get the press, but it deserves

Scott Griswold, President, Power
Tool Accessories at Milwaukee Tool

ironically in Wisconsin where Milwauthe only legitimate manufacturer of
oscillating blades for the fast growing
oscillating tool category in the United
States. So we bought the company.
We were doing maybe 20 million
sales when we bought it. This year, it’ll
be 100 million We have revolutionized the category with high performance oscillating blades in all kinds
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ferent end users, including DIYers. By
the way, DIYers love these products
too. And, you know, one way we grow
DIY is coming up with better ways for
people to do their projects.
So we also, as we mentioned in the
past, our safety equipment, our PPE
initiative is incredibly exciting. We are
actually going to make protective hats
in the United States. And we have a
ability to customize these hats based
on color on based on what we print
on the hat so that the contractors that
buy these and the companies that
buy these can tailor it and track their
people. This is an enormous advantage with this market.
We think that PPE market is is
incredibly vulnerable for our attack
here, we think there’s some companies with dated product lines, conglomerate-type companies that have
this as one of their categories. And
we are going to go right at this with
premium priced, better products that
perform better enhance productivity.
And I think not only will OSHA [US
Occupational Safety & Health Administration] love it, but every every jobsite safety organization on the planet

Floor care
business is also doing really well.
I won’t cover a lot of stuff here
today. But real quick, our UK team
and our Australian team have taken
the VAX brand. And we are we are
New Zealand, as well as in some other
markets with Vax leading carpet washWe in the US are beginning to roll
out this kind of leadership, we have
our spot cleaner, that we can’t keep
in stock, this is a corded version, we
have a cordless one coming. This is
one of the biggest categories in US
a factor in. And that’s going to change
this year. So we will continue to share
with you our progress in transforming
and contributor for this company that
will matter and strengthen our results
even more.

Conclusion
So let’s just in summary say, it’s hard
not to be excited about the these
announcements when I see how hard
our team is working on new products.
TTI is all about developing technologically advanced, vastly superior, demonstrably better cordless products,
that that will transform people from
polluting gas, or from less safe AC or
loud and unsafe pneumatic. And we
went to move people into our state of
the art sustainable cordless products.
That’s a mission. It’s a strategy. It’s a
winning prospect for the for the P&L.
I could not be more proud of what
our team delivered in 2021. But let
me tell you I know there’s a lot of
issues we’re facing today in the world.
But we are building a company, as I
times and bad. And yes, I feel incredyears.
So anyhow, thank you so much for
your attention. And we will we will see
you in six months.

our guys are developing here.
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